pointed out that not less than seven different morphological types can be developed and stabilized from Azotobacter cultures. This extreme transmutation of cells has been questioned by subsequent investigators (Lewis, 1937 (Lewis, , 1941 . Nevertheless, peculiar morphological phases do occur in Azotobacter cultures and no satisfactory explanation has been given as to their function.
A. EISENSTARK, K. J. McMAHON, AND R. EISENSTARK this particular study by the use of this procedure, which is the reason this method was followed.
For the study of nucleuslike structures, films wvere prepared and stained according to Robinow (1942) Obser-vation of preparations made from young cultures and staine(I according to the Robinowi nuclear method indicates the presence of deep-staining intracellular bodies, conforming to a pattern similar to that observed in other bacteria (Robinow, 1942) . Preparations from cultures less than 24 hours old show cells with definite bands acr-oss them, described by Robinow as "4chromatinic bodies." There is some resemblance between these Giemsa-stained bodies (figure 4) and structures seen in cells observed by electron microscopy (figures 1 and 2) and by phase microscopy (figure 3).
After cells have grown for more than 24 hours, these bodies cannot be seen with clarity, although complete differentiation does not disappear for several days. Older cells sometimes show a deep staining of the peripheral area.
In figure 3 A, B , C, and D, the outer portion of the cells has a capsular appearance. However, every attempt to stain this area with capsule-and carbohydratestaining methods gave negative results (Eisenstark and MIcM\ahon, 1949) . Also micrometer measurements of cells stained by several methods indicate that this area does not represent a shrinkage of the cell.
DISCUSSION
Four distinct morphological cell types of Azotobacter agile (Illinois strain ZN 350) were observed during this investigation; other stages reported by Ldhnis and Smith (1923) could not be easily distinguished. In addition to large rods, small rods, elongated and branched cells, and minute coccoid cells, these authors described dwarfed cells, small sporulating rods, and large sporulating rods. Other investigations have not confirmed the presence of heat-resistant endospores in this organism (Jones, 1920; Lewis, 1937) .
Granules in the cells of Azotobacter have been variously described as fat bodies, volutin, gonidia, and chromidia. Although some investigators have contended that these granules were reproductive organs (Jones, 1913; Mendl, 1911) , others have disputed this contention (Bonazzi, 1915; Lewis, 1937 Lewis, , 1941 . The present investigation indicates that these granules probably do represent the nuclear bodies that have been described for some of the other bacteria, since bodies in young cells are easily stained when prepared according to procedures for distinguishing desoxyribonucleic acid; older cells lose this property.
SUMMARY
The form and structure of the cells of Azotobacter agile (Illinois strain ZN 350) were studied with the electron microscope, the phase microscope, and the Robinow nuclear stain.
Over a period of two months four distinct morphological cell types were observed during the growth of this organism. These types consisted of large plump rods, small rods, elongated and branched forms, and minute coccoid cells.
Deep-staining intracellular bodies were observed in young cells when stained with Giemsa solution after hydrolysis in N HCI. The presence of these bodies after hydrolysis, their strong affinity for nuclear dyes, and their disappearance from old cells suggest that these inclusions are similar to "chromatinic bodies" (Robinow, 1942) .
The results of the present investigation support the view that different morphological cell types may occur during the growth of Azotobacter species, and the intracellular bodies found in the cells of this organism may be similar to the nuclear bodies that have been described for some of the other bacteria.
